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Key Domestic News
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India’s GDP growth rose to 8.2% y-o-y in Q1FY19 from 7.7% in Q4FY18, above expectations of a 7.6% reading, while GVA growth rose to 8% from 7.6%.

Nominal GDP growth for Q1FY19 rose to 13.8% vs. 10.9% in Q4FY18. Strong growth is attributable to strong pickup in Manufacturing, Construction &

Agriculture and was also aided by weak base of last year. We expected the growth to cool off over next few quarters, but still expect FY19 growth to be a

strong 7.2%–7.4%.

GST collections dropped to Rs 93,960 crore in August as against Rs 96,483 crore collected in July. The government said a major factor for the dip in tax

revenues could be "probable postponement" of sale of items on which tax rate was reduced by the GST Council in its July 21 meeting. If the trend of weak

GST collection continues,it can put pressure on the Governments’fiscal deficit estimates.

India's foodgrain production is estimated to grow to an all-time high of 284.83mt in the 2017-18 crop year ending June, driven by record output in wheat,

rice,coarse cereals and pulses after a normal monsoon.
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India’s manufacturing PMI, came in at 51.7 in Aug down from 52.3 in July led by weak new domestic orders while export orders improved aided by weaker

rupee.Given the economic environment,some slowdown in economic activity is expected.

India services PMI came in at 51.5 down from 54.2 inJuly indicating moderation in economic activity in services sector,broadly in line with expectation.

India’s July trade deficit came in at higher than expected USD18bn from an upwardly revised USD17.1bn in June. Export growth moderated to 14.3% y-o-y

from 18% inJune,while import growth increased to a 14-month high of 28.8% from 19.5% led by surge in Oil,Gold & Electronics imports.

CPI inflation forJuly came in at 4.17% lowerthan consensus expectation of a 4.5% reading and down 4.92% inJune,led by cool off in food prices.

The IIP growth came at 7% in June ahead of consensus expectation of a 5.5% reading and strong bounce back from 3.9% in May, led by sharp surge in

electricity output & manufacturing.The strong IIP printwas on a weak base and is expected to moderate going forward.
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The US ISM Manufacturing Index jumped to 61.3 in August from 58.1 the previous month against the expectations for a slight dip to 57.7.This is the highest

reading since May 2004. The strong ISM data indicates robust growth momentum and suggests that US economy can beat the last quarters strong GDP

growth of 4.2%

Upping the ante in the ongoing US-China trade dispute,Trump administration is setto announce tariffs on $200B worth China imports in early September

Greece emerged out of the bailout program after a nearly a decade of external financial help to stem the economic crisis. It will now be able to tap financial

markets to fund its activities,marking the closure ofthe European sovereign debt crisis.
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The strong Q1FY19 GDP growth suggests economy has well and truly recovered from Demon & GST implementation. While the growth is expected to

moderate over nextfew quarters,still a 7.25-7.4% printfor FY19 & FY20 is definitely plausible.

Q1FY19 result season was fairly strong and setting the stage for lowteens earnings growth forthe rest ofthe year.

Domestic consumption remains robust, commentary of most corporates suggest improving demand environment Surging oil prices, strong yields and

weak Rupee are a nearterm headwind forthe markets.

Escalation of US-China trade war, geo-politics around Iran, Political uncertainty around 2019 general elections, emerging market currency depreciation,

crude oil prices are key risks to our outlook.

At current levels,STPs and SIPs should be preferred route in nearterm.We continue to prefer large caps over mid & small caps.
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The Economy

Inflation
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India’s economy grew atthe fastest pace in overtwo years,with GDP growing 8.2% in Q1FY19,rising from a 13-quarter low of 5.6% in Q1FY18 and 7.7% in the previous
quarter.Higher growth was led by resurgence in manufacturing with agriculture and construction too surprising on the upside.GVA expanded 8%,up from 7.6% in the
previous quarter and 5.6% in Q1FY18.

Industrial production measured by the IIP accelerated 7% in June,the highest in 5 months,from 3.9% in May led by higher growth in manufacturing. IIP for Q1FY2019
has recorded a 5.2% growth rate.The Infrastructure or core sector output rose 6.6% inJuly,down from an upwardly revised 7.6% inJune.

Trade deficit widened to a more than five-year high in July driven largely by a surge in oil imports. The deficit widened to $18.0 billion from $16.6 billion in June.
Merchandise exports rose 14.3% to $25.77 billion but oil imports surged 57.4% to $12.35 billion,while imports rose 28.8% to $43.79 billion.

The central government reported a fiscal deficit of 5.40 lakh crore forApril-July or 86.5% ofthe budgeted targetfor FY 2019,compared with 5.05 crore (92.4%) a year

ago. The deficit was at 4.29 crore (68.7%) for Apr-June, reported in the previous month. The government expects to meet its FY 2019 fiscal deficit target of 3.3%

having met its upwardly revised FY 2018 target of 3.5%.
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Retail (CPI) inflation declined sharply to a 9-month low of 4.17% in July from a downwardly revised 4.92% in June,driven mainly by cheaper food prices.Core inflation,
which was moving in an upward trajectory,moderated to 6.3% from 6.4% in the previous month

Wholesale (WPI) inflation reversed substantially to 5.09% in July after having risen sharply to 5.77% in June, due to cheaper food articles, especially fruits and
vegetables

Foreign Fund Flows
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Foreign fund flows into Indian debt markets, impacted by the on-going global foreign fund exits from emerging market assets; showed further consolidation. FPI’s
who had turned net buyers of Indian debt for the first time in 5 months in July, bought (net) the highest quantum of Indian debt in 7 months in August. FPIs bought

(net) debtworth 3,414 crore in August,up from 43 crore in the previous month,having sold (net) nearly 50,000 crore of Indian debt in the 5 months toJune this year.

The continuing depletion of foreign exchange reserves saw some moderation in August with reserves at $401.3 billion on August 24,2018 from $404.2 billion on July
27, 2018. RBI which has been intervening in the foreign exchange market to curb the rupee’s volatility has net sold $4.4 billion from the spot forex market in January-
June,compared with a net purchase of $13.2 billion in the same period of 2017.
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RBI monetary policy - Minutes

� The latest minutes of the RBI MPC meeting held on August 1-2 2018 came in broadly in line with the policy statement, indicating that the 2nd consecutive rate hike by
the MPC was proactively front loaded citing persistent high core inflation and rising headline inflation expectations, with members preferring to retain a ‘neutral’
stance owing to elevated uncertainty.The minutes were interpreted as fairly neutral and suggest a status quo in policy rates in the next meeting in October.

Outlook
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Debt markets closed lower in the month of August amidst the fall in the INR to its record low and a spike in global crude oil prices,with the 10-year benchmark posting
its biggest monthly fall in four months. The Indian Rupee depreciated 3.6%, posting its biggest monthly fall in three years on the back of external factors across
emerging markets,while the benchmark Brent crude oil contract rose 4.2%.The benchmark yield hardened 18 bps during this month,its biggest gain since April 2018.
The October MPC meeting is the next anticipated event for the debt markets.With INR touching 72 against USD, oil in 75-80 band again and 10Y gsec touching 8.10,
we are in for a rough ride. If this three parameters stay here on a sustained basis or worsen, going ahead it will create stress on inflation trajectory and cad. The
probability of rate hike in October meeting thus increases and RBI might chose to change the stance from neutral to removal of accommodation stance.This possibly
reduces our earlier estimated timeline of probable rate hikes of upto 50 bps over next 9-12 months to 3-6 months now.

Basis this, the front end of the yield curve continues to provide good carry offering an attractive opportunity for investors to lock in relatively higher yields in the top
rated credit segment.Duration funds are likelyto be volatile.A low duration accrual strategy remains our preferred strategy.

Currently, we recommend lower maturity Indiabulls Ultra short term and Indiabulls Short term fund, generating high carry with low duration, for investors seeking
attractive returns with low volatility. We prefer to be on sidelines and await attractive opportunity for taking a tactical exposure on medium and longer part of the
yield curve.The liquid fund remains a smart option for deployment of overnightfunds.

Liquidity

� Liquidity in the system was marginally in deficit overall for the month of August.Liquidity moved into surplus in the beginning of the month on government spending

but turned deficit from the 16th onwards due to monthly tax payments. RBI injected liquidity, under its LAF, of around 2,700 crore on a daily net average basis in

August down from nearly 11,000 crore in the previous month.The WACR,on an average,traded 13 bps belowthe policy repo rate.
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